Abstract. Bagging is an ensemble method that relies on random resampling of a data set to construct models for the ensemble. When only statistics about the data are available, but no individual examples, the straightforward resampling procedure cannot be implemented. The question is then whether bagging can somehow be simulated. In this paper we propose a method that, instead of computing certain heuristics (such as information gain) from a resampled version of the data, estimates the probability distribution of these heuristics under random resampling, and then samples from this distribution. The resulting method is not entirely equivalent to bagging because it ignores certain dependencies among statistics. Nevertheless, experiments show that this "simulated bagging" yields similar accuracy as bagging, while being as efficient and more generally applicable.
Introduction
Ensemble methods build a set of different models and combine their predictions to classify new examples. These methods vary in the way they build the separate models and in the way they combine their predictions. Bagging [1] builds several models on replicate training sets that are produced by sampling with replacement from the original training set. By doing so it is able to improve the predictive accuracy.
In some learning settings, direct access to individual examples of the data is not available; instead, the learning algorithm has access only to summary statistics about the data. Several authors have described how various predictive models (such as decision trees) can be learned from precomputed statistics such as itemset frequencies [2] or AD-trees [3] , and what the advantages are of doing so. When trying to apply bagging in the context of learning from statistics, one is confronted with the fact that statistics are needed for several resampled versions of the dataset, rather than for the dataset itself. Since no direct access to the data is available, resampling the dataset by randomly selecting (with replacement) individual examples from it is not possible, so the straightforward approach of resampling the dataset and computing the statistics for these resampled versions is not possible. An alternative is to simulate the computation of statistics from randomly resampled versions of the dataset by computing the distribution (under random resampling of the dataset) of the statistics themselves, and then sampling values for these statistics from those distributions. This approach, applied to the specific case of bagging decision trees, is the subject of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the learning problem in Sect. 2. Then Sect. 3 deals with bagging: we explain the basic algorithm we use in the bagging procedure, namely decision trees, and show how it is applied using statistical queries. Next we briefly focus on bagging. In Sect. 4 we provide a new way to simulate the use of bootstraps and indicate how this method differs from the original bagging procedure. Section 5 describes experimental results comparing this new method to the original bagging procedure. These results show that bagging can be simulated efficiently with the proposed approach. In Sect. 6 we conclude and provide some directions for future work.
Learning from Statistics
We start with defining and motivating the exact problem setting. We address the problem of classification using only statistical information about the data set to learn a classification model. We assume the data set is described by m attributes (A 1 ...A m ) from which A m is the class attribute C consisting of n c possible class labels (c 1 . . . c nc ). The learning algorithm does not have access to the training set E but is provided an oracle O that can be queried for frequencies f r(Cr) = |{e ∈ E|Cr(e)}|, where Cr ∈ C is taken from some (possibly restricted) space of conditions. For instance, C might contain all conditions of the form A i = a with a some value of A i ; all conjunctions of such conditions; all such conjunctions with at most K conjuncts; all such conjunctions of which the frequency is above some predefined threshold; etc. Note that if there are no restrictions to C (more specifically, if C is sufficiently expressive to identify any individual instance), then full information on the dataset is available and then this setting does not differ essentially from learning from the dataset itself, except for implementation issues.
Several researchers have worked in this setting. For instance, after running an algorithm such as Apriori [4] on a dataset, the frequencies of all itemsets with a frequency above Apriori's minimal support parameter have been computed and stored; Panov et al. [2] show how predictive models such as decision trees, decision rules and Naive Bayes can be computed from only this information. Similarly, Moore and Lee [3] proposed AD-trees, a data structure to efficiently store the frequency of any conjunction of attribute-value combinations in a dataset, and showed how for instance decision trees can be learned from AD-trees.
The advantage of this setting is that, once an efficient oracle is available (the AD-tree has been built, or the itemsets mined), predictive models can be built with far greater speed than when having to recompute all the necessary statistics (which involves at least one pass over the whole dataset) each time they are needed. The setting is also useful when mining databases where for reasons of privacy only statistical queries are allowed.
The oracle knows certain statistics about a single data set, the training set. But some learners employ randomly resampled versions of the training set. For instance, as Panov et al. [2] mention, Ripper prunes its rule sets by means of random resampling. Also bagging uses resampled versions of the training set. It is not obvious how such methods can be used in the setting of learning from frequencies. For bagging, we investigate this in this paper.
Bagging

Decision Trees
Decision trees are usually constructed top-down, from the root to the leaves. At each node of the tree a "most informative" test for that node is selected using some heuristic. Different heuristics have been proposed to select the best test [5, 6] . In the remainder of this text we use information gain, but our method also works for other heuristics. The information gain IG A (E) of an attribute A relative to a set of examples E is defined as
, where p i is the proportion of E belonging to class i). We see that the heuristic is determined by the class distributions p i within a node, which in turn directly follow from frequen-
where L represents the conditions on the path from the tree's root to the current node, f r(L) is the number of examples covered by this node, and f r(c ∧ L) is the number of such examples of class c. Similarly, other statistics used by tree learners (e.g., for the stopping criterion) can be defined in terms of such frequencies. Panov et al. [2] describe how a good decision tree can be learned even from incomplete statistics (when the frequency of itemsets is unknown if it is below a certain threshold). In this paper we assume that decision trees can be learned in the described setting, and we focus on the bagging procedure.
Bagging
Bagging [1] operates by repeatedly resampling the training set and building trees on these resamples. The resamples E i form replicate data sets (also called bootstraps), each consisting of n examples (with n equal to the size of the original data set E), drawn at random, but with replacement, from E. So each example e from E may appear repeated times or not at all in any particular E i .
But since in our setting, examples cannot be accessed individually, straightforward sampling with replacement on the original data cannot be performed anymore. We only have statistics about the original data available. In the next section we explain how we will sample the statistics instead of the dataset.
Sampling the Statistics
The key idea to bagging without bootstrapping is the following. In classical bagging, the information gain IG A (or some other heuristic) of an attribute A is computed from a random resample E i of the original data set E. Since the resample is chosen randomly, it might just as well have been another one, which would have lead to a different value for IG A . Clearly, computing the exact IG A on a random resample E i is equivalent to sampling IG A from its own distribution. Put differently: since IG A is a function of the data set, and considering E i a stochastic variable of which the distribution is known, the distribution of IG A (E i ) can be computed. Generating values for IG A from this distribution is equivalent to generating E i from its own distribution and computing IG A from it. We will refer to this procedure as "resampling the statistics" as opposed to "resampling the data sets" (and computing the statistics from them).
In our approach, we will not resample information gain directly; the statistics that we resample are frequencies of class and attribute values, from which information gain but also other useful statistics can be computed efficiently.
Resampling Statistics for a Single Test. Assume for the sake of illustration that we have 3 boolean attributes (A, B, C) and a binary class variable with values +, -. Figure 1a shows for each attribute the joint distribution of that attribute and the class attribute in a training set with 100 examples. (Note that in this paper the term distribution will usually refer to a sample distribution, measured by absolute frequencies, and not a population distribution.) From the frequencies shown there, the information gain of A, B and C can easily be computed. If we take a bootstrap sample of 100 instances from the training set, what will the joint distribution of the attributes and the class variable look like? Each instance, being randomly taken from the training set, has a 60/100 = 0.6 chance of being (+, ¬A), a 0.2 probability of being (−, A), a 0.5 probability of being (+, B), etc., and hence has the same probability of ending up in the corresponding cell in the joint distribution table of the resampled set. Clearly, the vector (n +,A , n +,¬A , n −,A , n −,¬A ) is multinomially distributed with parameter (0, 0.6, 0.2, 0.2), and similarly for B and C.
Generally, if we have n c classes c 1 , . . . , c nc and n a values a 1 , . . . , a na of an attribute A, then the n a n c -dimensional vector (X 11 , . . . , X nanc ) where X ij denotes the number of instances in dataset E with A = a i and class value c j , is multinomially distributed with parameters (p 11 , . . . , p nanc ) where p ij = X ij /n, with n = X ij (the total number of instances in E):
where k = n c * n a . We use the method proposed by Devroye [7] to generate this vector; this method consists of repeatedly generating a number for each separate component X ij (so n a * n c times) according to a binomial distribution, using the BTPE algorithm from [8] .
Choosing the Best Test for a Single Node. With the above method for generating the X distributed, under the resampling conditions used by bagging. Figure 1c shows the distribution of the IGs of attributes A, B and C under bootstrap resampling of the training set summarized in Fig. 1a . It can be seen, for instance, that the probability that C is the best test in any random bootstrap is very low. Unfortunately, the situation is not so clear for A and B. It might seem that we get a good estimate of the probability that IG A > IG B by just generating random IG A and IG B and checking how often IG A > IG B . But with this procedure we are assuming that IG A and IG B are independent. This is not necessarily the case: A and B may be correlated and so may their IGs. Consider for instance the joint distribution over A, B, C and the class, shown in Fig. 1b . This distribution gives the same marginal distributions as shown in Fig. 1a and in Fig. 1c . Yet, this joint distribution is such that P (IG A > IG B ) is approximately 1, whereas sampling IG A and IG B independently gives P (IG A > IG B ) = 0.72.
It is impossible to correctly compute P (IG A > IG B ) from the distributions of IG A and IG B ; we need the joint distribution. To compute the latter we need the joint frequency distribution of A, B and the class. Generally, to correctly mimic bagging, the full joint distribution of all attributes and the class is required.
Unfortunately, using the full joint distribution may be infeasible in practice. First of all, knowledge of the full distribution corresponds to perfect knowledge of the training dataset; it may not really be interesting to try to simulate bagging in that context (unless, for instance, it would yield an efficiency gain). Further, the number of X ′ variables that need to be generated grows exponentially in the number of attributes, which makes this approach practically infeasible.
Of course, while we know that our approach is theoretically only an approximation of what happens in bagging, the question remains how much this matters in practice. In practical datasets, the correlations between attributes may be such that the probability of an attribute having the highest information gain under our approximate method or true bagging seldom differs strongly; and if these probabilities differ, there is still the question of how much this affects the quality of the bagged ensemble. The latter question is of more practical importance and we will focus on that in our experiments.
Choosing the Best Test in Multiple Nodes. The procedure described above assumes we are in the root node of the tree. Deeper in the tree, the statistics we resample for each possible test A i in a certain node with path L from the root are the frequencies f r(L ∧ A i = a ∧ C = c) for each value a of A i and each value c of the class attribute C. This means that for the different paths in the tree we need joint distributions over several attributes, but this is usually only a small subset of the full joint distribution. Note that while in real bagging one complete tree is built on one particular bootstrap, here new samples are drawn at each node. Again, we see that a perfect simulation of bagging is only possible by using the full joint distribution, which may not be feasible. So it remains to be seen experimentally how much our simulated bagging procedure differs from actual bagging.
Experiments
We implemented this simulated bagging method in the Weka data mining system [9] . As a basic decision tree algorithm we started from ID3 [10] . For the binomial random number generation we used the Cern Java library [11] containing a high performance implementation of the BTPE algorithm [8] . More details about the implementation can be found in [12] .
We compared the accuracy of simulated bagging (using resampling of the statistics) to original bagging (using resampling the data) on 12 UCI data sets 1 . We selected data sets with a varying data set size (from 286 to 67557 examples), all consisting of mainly nominal attributes, as this is required by the ID3 decision tree algorithm. We performed discretization where still necessary and removed missing values. To allow accuracy comparison between simulated bagging and the original bagging approach, no constraints were imposed on the frequencies that simulated bagging could query. Both methods are performed using 20 iterations of bagging and are evaluated by averaging over 5 stratified ten-fold crossvalidations. Results on accuracy, size of the ensembles and runtimes are shown in Table 1 for simulated bagging (SB), simulated bagging with an adapted stopping criterion (SB stop, discussed below) and regular bagging (Bag). As can be seen from the upper part of the table, in general the accuracy results are not significantly different from each other (also when taking standard deviations into account). Also, despite the fact that simulated bagging neglects dependencies among attributes, we found that the number of different tests chosen among the different iterations at a certain level in the trees was very similar for the two methods. The only point where trees of the two methods really differ is in their size. The middle part of Table 1 shows that sizes of the ensembles output by simulated bagging are in general larger than those of the ensembles of regular bagging. This is because in simulated bagging the frequencies that are queried in all nodes are always computed on the complete data set and not on a bootstrap, which only contains 63% of the original examples. Table 1 also shows results when applying a stopping criterion that only looks at 63% of the data while checking the minimal leaf size condition to decide whether to stop or not, which results in shorter trees.
From the efficiency results, we can see that even in a normal learning setting where the data set is provided and regular bagging can be applied, simulated bagging can be useful as it yields similar accuracy often in less time. In [12] we discuss the time complexity of using this simulated bagging in a normal learning setting where the data set is available and compare it to regular bagging and a more efficient implementation of bagging [13] . We point out conditions under which simulated bagging might be preferred over regular bagging.
We conclude that ignoring dependencies between tests when sampling the statistics does not have a detrimental effect, while making bagging more generally applicable.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new method for approximating bagging in a learning setting where only statistics about the data and not the individual data instances themselves are available. In this context resampling the data set (with replacement), as is usually done by bagging, cannot be applied anymore. Here we propose a simulation of bagging that resamples the statistics instead of the data. Although it ignores certain dependencies among the statistics, it shows to be a good and efficient approximation to bagging. The applicability of the described technique is not restricted to bagging. It can be applied to all methods using resampling, such as certain pruning methods (Panov et al. [2] described the need for that), some methods for error assessment, etc.
Our current implementation, based on ID3 [10] , only handles data sets with nominal attributes. For numerical attributes the basic ideas presented here still apply, but there are some technical details that are more complicated. When computing statistics for each possible threshold for a numeric attribute, it suffices to go over the data set only once if examples are sorted according to the attribute. Then for each of the iterations of bagging we could take a sample of each of these statistics and compute the information gains on them. But statistics of successive thresholds are strongly correlated and by randomly sampling we would lose this characteristic. So after we have taken a sample for the first threshold we might want to impose some constraints on the samples of the next thresholds. This method will be investigated in the near future.
